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Abstract 
 
Deep water fold and thrust belts are commonly found in association with major gravity deformational systems in passive continental margins. 
Within these continental margin gravity driven systems, an up dip extensional domain is invariably paired with a down dip contractional domain 
in which there are assemblages of thrust faults, strike slip faults, normal faults and variety of fault related structures, collectively referred to 
colloquially as deep water fold and thrust belts. 
 
The interactions of thrust faults with strike slip faults, normal faults and other kinds of faults greatly influence the evolution and geometry of the 
thrust related folds in these deep water fold belts. Understanding the precise nature of the fault interactions is useful in a more fundamental 
appreciation of the propagation of thrust faults, which, in turn is vital for successful hydrocarbon exploration. 
 
This presentation is based on kinematic observations of fault and fold relationships from a high-resolution 3D seismic survey located in the deep 
water thrust and fold belt of the Levant Basin. The focus of this study is the influence of strike slip faults on displacement and shortening 
distribution of thrust related folds along strike. The kinematic data suggests that important variations in thrust fault and fold style relate 
specifically to positions of thrust fault - strike slip fault branch zone. 
 
We divided the styles of thrust faults into three end members (classes A, B and C) based on their pattern of strike slip fault bounding. Class A 
folded thrust is bounded by only one side by a strike slip fault, Class B is bounded on both sides by strike slip faults of different sense of shear 
and Class C is bounded by strike slip faults of same sense of shear. 
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We compared summed displacement and total shortening of the thrusts faults along strike in order to have a mathematical relationship of both 
parameters along isolated segments and branched zones. We conclude by proposing models to explain timing relationship between the thrust 
faults and their strike slip counterparts within the study area in a chronological order. 
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./ Gal C covers an area of about 1,450 km2 within the southern area of the contractional domain, deep water Levant. 

./ The average bathymetric gradient of the survey is c. 0.45 0 towards N-NE, and water depth ranges between 1000 m to 1400 m . 

./The data was processed to near zero phases using SEG normal polarity . 

./The data was migrated using a single pass 3D post stack time migration, which was used to generate a 12.5 m by 12.5m grid at sampling interval of I ms . 

./The post-Messinian sediment has a dominant frequency of 50Hz which decreases with depth. Its vertical and horizontal resolution has been estimated to be 10m and 40 m 

respectively . 

./The Messinian layer has a variable unit having its maximum frequency and velocity within the Messinian unit is 30Hz and 4200ms· 1 respectively . 
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